
The Reading Horizons 
Discovery Software prepares 

beginning and struggling readers 
in grades K–3 with a solid 

foundation in reading:

63 Skill Lessons teach Reading Horizons 
research-based method for decoding words

15 Reference Lessons provide basic        
grammar instruction

22 Most Common Words Lessons help 
students master the 300 most common sight 
words comprising over 65% of all written text

Targeted lesson tracks cater instruction to 
the skill development and Common Core 

requirements of each grade, K–3

Customizable lesson options allow         
teachers to target student needs

The Reading Horizons 
Discovery Software is designed 

to keep students engaged in 
activities that match and build 

their reading ability:

74 Lexile® leveled stories contain         
decodable text that correlates                     

with lesson material

The Vocabulary Word Wall includes 
definitions to thousands of words

The Clubhouse shows students their current 
progress and can be customized with the 

coins they earn throughout instruction

Skill-based games are accessed with the 
coins students earn throughout instruction

Mini-games break up long                      
lessons and assessments

The software provides  
multiple assessments so 

teachers have the data to 
ensure each student is on the 

path to reading success:

Three assessments test foundational reading 
skills: Phonemic Awareness, Most Common 

Words, and Spelling/Word Recognition 

The Reading Assessment powered by the 
Lexile® Framework for Reading (purchased as 

add-on) monitors student progress

Check-Ups can be assigned to assess 
understanding of each skill; Chapter Tests 

assess understanding at the end of each unit

Software notifications send alerts when 
intervention is needed

Assessment data is available for teacher 
reference in the Administration System
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 FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS STUDENT ENGAGEMENT PROGRESS MONITORING

A Predictable Path to Reading Success
Learning to read is too important to leave the process to chance. That is 

why the Reading Horizons Discovery™ Software gives you the tools to create                                    
a predictable path to reading success for each K–3 student. 



KEEP A PULSE ON STUDENT PROGRESS

The new check-up system in the Reading Horizons Discovery 
Software gives you a way to check student understanding after 
each skill is taught.

Assess Direct Instruction
The check-up system can be used for both software and direct 
instruction—giving you a simple way to assess the effectiveness 
of your direct instruction and customize it based on student data.

Facilitate Blended Learning
The check-up system also facilitates blended learning by 
connecting both software and direct instruction efforts. 

USE A TRUSTED SOURCE TO VALIDATE STUDENT GAINS

The new Reading Assessment makes it easy for teachers to 
validate student gains on the Reading Horizons Discovery 
Software. The assessment was created in partnership with 
Metametrics® using the Lexile® Framework for Reading. 

The assessment is purchased as a software add-on and 
can be used three times throughout the school year. By 
monitoring each student’s Lexile measure, you can connect 
students with texts that match their reading level. 

INCREASED ACCESS

The new Reading Horizons Discovery App increases access to 
the software both inside and outside of the classroom. The 
app also makes it easier for students who are still developing 
basic computer skills to access the software.

LEXILE® ASSESSMENT

CHECK-UP SYSTEM

iPAD APP
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